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Abstract
Ongoing experimental efforts in Antarctica seek to detect ultra-high energy
neutrinos by measurement of radio-frequency (RF) Askaryan radiation gen-
erated by the collision of a neutrino with an ice molecule. An array of RF
antennas, deployed either in-ice or in-air, is used to infer the properties of
the neutrino. To evaluate their experimental sensitivity, such experiments
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require a refractive index model for ray tracing radio-wave trajectories from
a putative in-ice neutrino interaction point to the receiving antennas; this
gives the degree of signal absorption or ray bending from source to receiver.
The gradient in the density profile over the upper 200 meters of Antarc-
tic ice, coupled with Fermat’s least-time principle, implies ray “bending” and
the existence of “forbidden” zones for predominantly horizontal signal prop-
agation at shallow depths. After re-deriving the formulas describing such
shadowing, we report on experimental results that, somewhat unexpectedly,
demonstrate the existence of electromagnetic wave transport modes from
nominally shadowed regions. The fact that this shadow-signal propagation
is observed both at South Pole and the Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica sug-
gests that the effect may be a generic property of polar ice, with potentially
important implications for experiments seeking to detect neutrinos.
Keywords: Wave propagation, neutrinos, radio emission, ice properties
1. Introduction
Owing to its remote location and isolation from anthropogenic sources, ex-
cellent transparency at wavelengths ranging from optical through radio, and
also the presence of extensive scientific support at several locations, Antarc-
tica now supports multiple astronomy and astrophysics-oriented projects.
Within the last five years, the IceCube experiment, sensitive to optical and
near-optical Cherenkov radiation resulting from neutrino interactions in-ice,
has reported on the first observation of a diffuse flux of extraterrestrial neu-
trinos at energies greater than 10 TeV [1], with a ‘hard’ spectrum extending
to 1015 eV. At higher energies, in-ice detection of longer-wavelength (ra-
dio) radiation is likely a more sensitive measurement strategy, owing to the
Askaryan effect [2, 3, 4], combined with the measured kilometer-scale radio-
wave attenuation length for cold polar ice [5, 6]. This has prompted several
experimental initiatives based on experimental radio receiver arrays either el-
evated 35–40 km (ANITA [7]), near the Antarctic ice-air interface at Moore’s
Bay, Antarctica (ARIANNA [8]), or at depths of up to 200 m at South Pole
(pioneering RICE [9] and successor ARA [10]). In addition, exploratory work
has been conducted within the last few years at Summit, Greenland to assess
the radio-glaciological suitability of that site for a future neutrino-detection
experiment [11]. Each of the possible neutrino-observation schemes (synop-
tic, surface detection of antennas, or antennas embedded in the ice sheet)
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has its own inherent advantages and trade-offs.
The variable specific gravity through the firn [12], over which the ice
density varies between approximately 40–100% of the asymptotic value (917
kg/m3), results in an electromagnetic wave-speed decreasing with depth. By
Fermat’s principle, this results in not only curved ray trajectories, but also
the expectation that, for the case where transmitter (Tx) and/or receiver
(Rx) is deployed either on the surface or at near-surface depths, signals ema-
nating from sufficiently large horizontal angles may be refracted downwards
before they can be observed (“shadowing”). In the Huygens picture, these
shadowed regions correspond to volumes for which the superposition of all
contributing wavelets, properly weighted by distance, sum to zero net ampli-
tude for all observation times t, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
We note that the standard Huygens picture is typically applicable in the
case where phase information is preserved by each scatterer, assumed to
be small compared to one wavelength (i.e., the Rayleigh limit), and results
(assuming zero signal absorption in the medium) in the usual 1/r length
scaling of the electric field ~E. If the scatterer is not point-like (e.g., scattering
size ∼ λ) or, if, for any other reason, the phase shift across the scatterer is
random, this leads to | ~E| ∝ 1/r2.
For dielectric materials like snow and ice, the signal wave-speed is de-
termined by the local index of refraction, which can be approximated as a
linear equation of density: n(z) ≈ 1 + bρ(z), with z=0 at the surface and
increasingly negative with depth. The specific dependence for ice is given by
the Schytt equation: n(x, y, z) = 1 + 0.78ρ(x, y, z)/ρ0, where ρ(x, y, z) is the
local ice density and ρ0 is the density for solid ice (917 kg/m
3). Designating
ns as the index of refraction of snow (see Sec. 2.3), nice that of solid ice,
and ∆n = nice − ns, then it can be shown from classical gravity and density
considerations that the index versus scale depth z/z0 (z0 > 0) dependence
follows:
n(z) = nice −∆nez/z0 . (1)
From the same classical treatment that produces Eq. 1, it may be shown
that z−10 = (gχ0ρs), where g is the gravitational acceleration, and ρs and
χ0 are the density and volumetric compressibility of snow, respectively. The
snow density and compressibility are inversely proportional, while measure-
ments of natural snow compressibility vary in the literature and depend on
the measurement technique [13]. Taking compressibility values from fit F of
Fig. 3 of [14] at ρs = 300 kg m
−3 yields a z0 value of 25 m. Rather than mea-
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Figure 1: (a) Simulation of rays emitted from a transmitter at the South Pole at z=-200
m, showing curved paths. The shadow zone in the upper right is expected in the case of
a smoothly-varying n(z) profile in the absence of impurities. For the RICE measurements
described later, the XY-distance was approximately 3000 meters, at typical depths of 100
meters (b) Examples of quadratic ray-paths in media with index of refraction profiles with
the form of Eq. 1. The dashed line corresponds to a particular solution of Eq. 9 with
z0 = 74 m. The solid line corresponds to Eq. 9 with z0 = 36 m.
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sure χ and ρ independently, we fit z0 as a free-parameter obtained from ρ(z)
data from various locations around Antarctica (see Fig. 2 and Tab. 1). We
find agreement with prior measurements [5, 15], and also find that z0 varies
by a factor of ≈ 2 between Moore’s Bay and the South Pole. Snow formation
conditions near the surface vary considerably across polar regions, so there is
no reason to expect the compressibility of surface snow to be uniform across
different glaciological regions.
Allowing χ to vary with z in the density versus depth model yields the
following boundary-value relation for χs, the compressibility of surface snow,
χice the compressibility of deep ice, and χf , the compressibility of the firn:
(∆ρ)χf = ρsχs − ρiceχice . (2)
In Eq. 2, χf is a density-weighted difference between snow and ice compress-
ibility, which serves as a useful average for the firn, as a whole. Although
the depth-dependence of the compressibility of the firn χ(z) is outside the
scope of this work, we note that if χ depends monotonically on depth, Eq. 1
disallows horizontal ray tracing solutions. To explain horizontal ray tracing,
a perturbation in the index profile can be added to Eq. 4 (see Sec. 2).
2. Formalism
In this section, ray tracing theory is reviewed. We begin with Fermat’s
principle and conclude with a discussion of conditions that lead to horizontal
ray propagation, anticipating the experimental results described below.
2.1. Fermat’s Principle and ray tracing
Fermat’s Principle states that optical lengths of light ray trajectories are
minimized. Ray paths that satisfy Fermat’s Principle depend on the index
of refraction n. If n depends only on z, Fermat’s Principle can be expressed
in variational form as:
δ
∫ B
A
n(z)(1 + y˙2)1/2dz = δ
∫ B
A
L(z, y˙)dz = 0 . (3)
Derivatives indicated with a dot are with respect to z. Because n(z) does
not depend on x or y, the problem exhibits cylindrical symmetry. Without
loss of generality we can choose x = x˙ = 0. Note that y˙ = dy/dz is unit-less,
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and y¨ has units of inverse length. Minimizing the variation in the path, and
substituting u = y˙ gives
u˙ = −
(
n˙
n
)
(u3 + u). (4)
Inserting Eq. 1 for n(z), the equation of motion is
u˙ = z−10
(
∆nez/z0
nice −∆nez/z0
)
(u3 + u) . (5)
As a check, note the deep ice limit: |z|  z0, z < 0:
u˙ = 0 . (6)
The solution to this equation of motion is
z(y) = a+ by . (7)
Eq. 7 shows that rays propagate in straight lines far below the firn where
n is constant, as expected 1. Another straight-line solution to Eq. 5 is the
vertical ray (u = 0), which remains straight while progressing through all
regions of n(z).
For the case of a shallow ray (z → 0) with n ≈ nice − ∆n(1 + z/z0)
and n˙ ≈ −∆n/z0 initially propagating with a horizontal velocity component
satisfying u3  u, the main equation of motion (Eq. 5) reduces to
du
dz
=
1
z0
(
∆n
nice −∆n(1 + z/z0)
)
u3 , (8)
Keeping only first order terms in (z/z0), a particular solution is
z(y) = − 1
2z0
(
nice − ns
ns
)
(y − y1)2 . (9)
Equation 9 shows that the shortest travel time between two near-surface
points is given by a quadratic path, if the initial velocity vector is mostly
horizontal.
1Note that a horizontal solution to Eq. 5 would imply u˙ → ∞, requiring n˙ → 0 in
Eq. 4. However, n˙ = 0 cannot occur without an under-density or over-density in the firn,
since index and density are proportional.
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For example, take z0 = 36 m and ns = 1.30 to describe refraction at
Moore’s Bay, Antarctica (site of the ARIANNA experiment), and z0 = 74
m, ns = 1.35 to describe South Polar refraction (see Tab. 1 for measured
values). These two ray paths are compared in Fig. 1. The curvature of the
quadratic in Eq. 9 is controlled by z−10 .
The ray tracing framework yields near-surface ray paths that are down-
ward bending quadratic curves, with smaller z0 values corresponding to steeper
bending. The data presented in Sec. 3 include observations of rays that not
only do not propagate with quadratic downward bending, but propagate hor-
izontally in Moore’s Bay where the value of z0 is approximately a factor two
smaller than that of the South Pole. If rays are not shadowed in Moore’s
Bay, it should be even less likely that they are shadowed in the firn of the
South Pole, and data presented in Sec. 3 also support this hypothesis.
2.2. Horizontal and Near-Surface Propagation
Perturbations from the smooth profile can be introduced by variable
yearly melting and sintering mechanisms, and bulk re-alignment of the crys-
tal orientation fabric. Chapter 2 of [16] summarizes these mechanisms, and
such observations of layers are common [17, 18]. We observe layering in
Moore’s Bay and South Pole data as ≈ 5 % deviations from a smooth fit
to the density profile (see Figs. 2 and 10). Over-densities (such as those
observed near the South Polar surface) and under-densities can lead to local
minima and maxima in the index of refraction profile.
Let one such local feature be described by a quadratic perturbation from
an otherwise constant n0 value, with a strength a at a depth zd:
n(z) = n0 + a(z − zd)2 (10)
n˙ = 2a(z − zd) (11)
q = z − zd , (12)
Let ω2 = 2
(
a
n0
)
. Introducing n(z) from Eq. 10 into Eq. 4, and neglecting
terms higher than order q2, the variables-separable differential equation may
be solved near q = 0:
q(y) = C0 sin(±C1ωy − C2) (13)
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The constants Ci are determined by the boundary conditions and the
shape of the perturbation, and two of them are independent. The approx-
imation is accurate as long as ω4q4  1. Solving the problem in the same
limit with a → −a in Eq. 10 amounts to replacing the sine function with a
sinh function in Eq. 13, making the path q(y) unbounded.
A quadratic perturbation in q can only be added in a piecewise-continuous
fashion to Eq. 1, if the boundary conditions n → nice as z → −∞ and
n(0) = ns are to be preserved. Admitting a Gaussian perturbation yields the
physical behavior of the locally quadratic perturbation, while keeping n(z)
fully continuous and differentiable:
n(z) = n0 + a exp
(
−1
2
( q
σ
)2)
(14)
The prior definition of ω with the a-value from Eq. 10 has units of inverse
length. The a-value in Eq. 14 is unit-less, but the perturbation width σ has
units of length. Repeating the procedure leading to Eq. 13, in the limit that
(ωq/σ)4  1, the solution is
q(y) = C0 sin
(
±C1ωy
σ
− C2
)
(15)
If horizontal ray-propagation were observed, there would be several po-
tential conclusions. First, the n(z) profile could be described by Eq. 1 with
local density perturbations. According to Eq. 15, the rays would oscillate
about the perturbation with a spatial frequency and amplitude determined
by the shape of the perturbation. A second possibility is that the perturba-
tions could have such large a-values and such small σ-values that rays are
simply reflected by them. Groups of such internal layers could form reflective
channels, trapping rays in horizontal states through total internal reflection.
Although we do not discern from the data which mechanism is present in the
ice sheets and ice shelves, we note that ice layers are common in the upper
firn, and that over- and under-densities do appear in residual fits of Eq. 1 to
the n(z) data (see Fig. 2).
2.3. Density and propagation-time measurements in Antarctica
Measurements of density and index of refraction have been compiled
in Fig. 2 for a variety of Antarctic locations. Table 1 contains the coeffi-
cients A = nice, B = δn, and C = z
−1
0 determined from a fit of the form
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Figure 2: Compilation of density and index of refraction measurements. “MB” results
(circles and squares) refer to density measurements made by the authors during the 2016-17
austral season at Moore’s Bay, Antarctica, and expressed here as index of refraction via the
Schytt equation. The Byrd and Mizuho density data (x’s and crosses) are taken from [19]
and translated to index of refraction in the same fashion. The RICE data (triangles) are
direct measurements of index using RF signals from [20]. The SPICE-core data (upside-
down triangles) come from the 2015 SPICE core density measurements from the South
Pole, and are translated via the Schytt equation. The residual difference between the fit
lines and the data are plotted in the upper panel.
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n(z) = A − B exp(Cz). Relative to a smooth functional dependence, varia-
tions in measured density are observed at the level of a few percent, larger
than the intrinsic systematic errors (estimated at less than 1% relative), and
decreasing with depth.
Ref./Location B = ∆n ns = nice −B C−1 = z0 (m)
MB#1/Moore’s Bay 0.46± 0.01 1.32± 0.01 34.5± 2
MB#2/Moore’s Bay 0.481± 0.007 1.299± 0.007 37± 1
Ebinuma (1983)/Byrd 0.464± 0.006 1.316± 0.006 41± 1
Ebinuma (1983)/Mizuho 0.423± 0.008 1.357± 0.008 37± 1
RICE (2004)/South Pole 0.43± 0.02 1.35± 0.02 71± 5
SPICE (2015)/South Pole 0.423± 0.004 1.357± 0.004 77± 2
Table 1: Fit parameters for the curves shown in Fig. 2. The function fit to the data is
n(z) = A−B exp(Cz). The second-order differential equation derived in the first section
requires A=nice = 1.78 and B = ∆n as the two boundary conditions.
In Moore’s Bay, the parameter ns (index of refraction of the snow near
the surface), has been measured in two ways. First, surface snow density
measurements were recorded and converted to index via the usual Schytt
equation to determine ns = 1.3 [21]. Second, the absolute timing of an RF
pulse transmitted at 2–4 wavelengths below the surface through the snow
along a 543 meter baseline corresponded to a measurement of ns = 1.29±0.02
[15]. These results are in agreement with the fits to the density data versus
depth shown in Fig. 2 and Tab. 1, and in agreement with ns values obtained
from density measurements at the South Pole and two other locations.
The RICE data presented in Fig. 2 was collected with a 0.5-km distance
between RF transmitter and receiver, and relied on relative timing between
stationary RF receiver channels as a single transmitter is lowered into an
ice borehole. A direct RF-based measurement of the South Pole n(z) was
conducted in December 2003 using two RF antennas co-lowered into bore-
holes separated by 30 m horizontally; those data are presented in Fig. 3.
The absolute timing between RF transmitter and receiver provides a direct
measurement of n(z). By contrast, the “MB” data in Fig. 2 is density data
that has been converted to n(z) via the Schytt equation. The near-surface
comparison of the 2003 RICE measurements with the density data is partic-
ularly interesting – here, the local-minimum in SPICE density measurements
at z=–12 m suggestively correlates with a local minimum in RF propagation
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time at that same depth. This is consistent with the presence of ‘inversion’
layers which, as demonstrated in Section 2 of this document, owing to the
least-time principle, can result in signals arriving horizontally from nominally
‘shadowed’ regions.
3. Observation of signal propagation from shadow zones
Experimental measurements of the radio-frequency dielectric permittiv-
ity have been made over the last 15 years in Antarctica [6] and also more
recently in Greenland [11]. In those previous measurements, radio wave sig-
nals propagate vertically from a surface or near-surface transmitter, and are
observed in a surface or a near-surface receiver via their reflection either from
an in-ice horizontal conducting layer, e.g., or the underlying bedrock. This
approach has the advantage that the transmitter and receiver can be easily
moved on the surface, and flexible triggers configured. However, since the
solid angle for neutrino acceptance varies with polar angle θ as sin θ, the
neutrino effective target volume becomes diminishingly small viewing verti-
cally, and such measurements therefore have limited applicability to neutrino
sensitivity estimates.
3.1. Measurements made by the RICE experiment at South Pole
Given its importance vis-a-vis neutrino sensitivity, verification of shadow-
ing was given high priority in the early stages of the RICE experiment [20, 9].
During the period Dec. 2003 – Jan. 2004, microsecond-duration “tone” sig-
nals were transmitted horizontally over a baseline of 3.3 – 3.5 km, at depths
of 70, 120 and 125 meters from a borehole drilled originally for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The 20-channel RICE
antenna array, based at South Pole and including 17 receiver antennas de-
ployed at depths between 105 and 350 meters, was located in the nominal
’shadow’ zone, as evident from Fig. 1 above.
For reference, and to simplify a calculation of attenuation length based on
relative received signal strengths, data were also collected, using exactly the
same transmitter set-up, from a closer location embedded within the RICE
array itself, and unshadowed. With two such transmitter locations, Latten
can be numerically extracted using the ratio of signal amplitudes measured
at the far transmitter location (Afar) relative to the ‘near’ transmitter location
(Anear), and assuming that electric field strengths vary inversely with distance
11
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Figure 3: Received signals for cases where transmitter/receiver depths are 6 m (red), 12
m (blue) and 18 m (green), from dedicated, 2003 data taken with RICE experimental
hardware, illustrating earlier arrival time for 12-meter depth compared to 6-meter depth,
consistent with observed local fluctuation in SPICE density profile. Horizontal separation
between transmitter and receiver is approximately 30 m for these data. Systematic error
on relative signal arrival time is of order 0.1 ns.
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Afar/Anear = (cos θ
near
Tx→Rx/ cos θ
far
Tx→Rx)|rnear/rfar| × e−(rfar−rnear)/Latten , (16)
with the values of r defined individually for each Tx/Rx pair; the cos θ term
accounts for the antenna dipole beam pattern of the dipoles.
Broadcast signals were produced as follows:
1. A signal generator (SG), producing continuous waves in the interval
211→500 MHz, is gated open once per second by a GPS pulse per
second (pps) trigger, for a period of between one and 20 microseconds.
2. This signal generator output is then split into two copies: one copy
is routed to an above-surface TV log-periodic-dipole-antenna (LPDA)
(TV ) pointed at a similar above-surface receiver LPDA antenna co-
located with the RICE receiver array and fed (arbitrarily) into RICE
channel 11. Receipt of that above-ice signal in channel 11 provides the
event trigger for the RICE array, initiating readout of the remaining
channels.
3. The second copy is passed through a 100W amplifier, and then routed
into a 300-meter length of 7/8” Andrews coaxial cable, at the end of
which is the buried RICE Dipole (DI ) antenna transmitter, efficient
over the interval 200-500 MHz, and used to broadcast under-ice signal
to the RICE Dipole (DI ) receiver array. An additional delay unit
staggers the SG → TV vs. SG → DI signals to ensure that they are
emitted roughly simultaneously.
In principle, multiple signal paths are possible from the two transmitters
to the RICE receivers, which we designate as TV → TV (signals measured
in the above-air receiver from the above-air TV transmitter, and providing
the RICE event trigger), TV → DI (signals measured in the in-ice RICE
Dipole receiver channels from the above-air TV transmitter), and DI → DI
(signals measured in the in-ice RICE Dipole receiver channels from the in-ice
Dipole transmitter). These multiple signal paths are indeed seen as signals
in the RICE channels.
Although signals cannot be averaged during data-taking, to improve the
signal-to-noise of the DI → DI signal, the in-ice receiver traces were phase-
aligned, event-by-event, using the event-by-event relative phase shifts derived
from the bright TV → TV signals, which are observed as nearly pure sinu-
soids. Fig. 4 shows the signals observed in three RICE channels (channel 0:
13
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Figure 4: Phase-aligned sum of signals observed for three RICE channels, with transmitter
at indicated depths −70 m, −120 m, or −125 m. Receiver depths are −166 m (Ch 0),
−170 m (Ch 6) and −367 m (Ch 15), respectively.
top row, receiver z = −166 m; channel 6: middle row, receiver z = −170 m;
channel 15: bottom row, receiver z = −367 m), for data taken at the three
transmitter depths (left column: z = −70 m, middle column: z = −120 m,
and right column: z = −125 m), after phase alignment. Fig. 5 shows the
same traces after filtering around the carrier.
Clearly observed in these dipole receiver plots are two signals, offset in
time by approximately 10 microseconds, which we interpret as the TV → DI
and DI → DI signals, respectively.
3.1.1. Comparison with Expectation
Since the entire RICE array is in the nominal shadow zone for this ge-
ometry, observation of the latter of these signals is immediately in conflict
with naive expectations. For non-shadowed signal propagation, received sig-
nals should: i) be of time duration identical to the broadcast signal, and ii)
for each RICE channel, exhibit a signal strength which is independent of the
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Figure 5: Same signals as in previous plot, after filtering ±2 MHz around known broadcast
frequency. Vertical axis: Volts; Horizontal axis: time (s)
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depth of the transmitter, since the difference in path-length between 70 meter
transmitter depth (the experimental minimum) and 125 meter transmitter
depth (the experimental maximum) is negligible, given the approximately
3 km horizontal propagation baseline. By contrast, the experimentally re-
ceived signals show unexpectedly large variation in amplitude, compared to
the simple 1/r expectation, for relatively small vertical displacements (120
m vs. 125 m, e.g.); a model that adequately describes these variations is
currently under development. We note that the large variations observed in
received signal strength, for 5-meter variations in transmitter depth, cannot
be explained by channel-to-channel gain uncertainties, as those uncertainties
are inherent, and identical for the transmitter at any depth.
To determine the possible ray trajectories consistent with the observed
timing of these signals, we compare these data with simplified models of
ray propagation. Owing to uncertainties in the surface elevation map, and
thus the point-of-entry into the ice for the TV → DI path, our model for
the TV → DI ray is ‘extreme’ (and unphysical) - namely, we calculate the
expected timing for a ray traveling horizontally through air, then bending
ninety degrees into the ice to the in-ice receiver. Nevertheless, this model
differs from the expected signal trajectory by only O(100 ns) in transit time,
which is commensurate with the magnitude of our overall total timing uncer-
tainties. For theDI → DI path, we use the ARA Collaboration experimental
model [22] for the index-of-refraction profile, which we integrate, assuming
straight-line ray propagation from source in-ice dipole transmitter to in-ice
receiver, to determine the total transit time. These predictions are overlaid
with data in Fig. 6. In general, our very crude model matches data to within
∼0.5 µs, commensurate with the sum of uncertainties due to ray trajectory,
cable delays, trigger time delays, etc. Expressed fractionally, that uncertainty
is ∼5% on the total travel time, or ∼0.02–0.03 in the refractive index.
Fig. 6 (right) overlays the signal arrival for the case where the transmitter
is at a depth of −70 m vs. −120 m. We observe ∼0.8 µs time delay stagger
in the latter relative to the former, compared with ∼0.75 µs assuming least-
time propagation to the RICE channel 12 receiver (z = −110 m). This
observed time delay difference is incompatible with through-air or surface
signal propagation from the transmitter at the two depths (z=–70 m and
z=–120 m) to the receiver, which would imply a much shorter time stagger
in their received signals of no more than 0.2 µs. We also note an extended
period of signal onset, indicating a wide range of contributing ray trajectories,
consistent with the observation that many of the received DI → DI signals
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Figure 6: Left: Overlay of raw data obtained in 2003 horizontal propagation experiments
with model predictions for TV → DI (light yellow) and also DI → DI (dark yellow).
Right: Comparison of DI → DI signal arrival times in RICE channel 12 (z = −110 m)
for transmitter in NOAA borehole, at depths z = −70 m (black) vs. z = −120 m (magenta;
scaled), illustrating time delay of latter relative to former.
are apparently temporally broadened compared to the nominal tone signal
duration.
3.1.2. Estimate of attenuation length from shadowed transmissions
Given multi-channel RICE receiver data, and using multiple data runs
taken at both the near and far locations to sample a variety of depths and fre-
quencies as well as a range of possible systematics, the attenuation length for
horizontal propagation can be calculated by normalizing the signal strengths
measured, channel-by-channel and run-by-run, for broadcasts over 3.3 – 3.5
km baselines, to signal strengths measured, channel-by-channel and run-by-
run, to broadcasts when the transmitter is located within the RICE array
itself (“near” transmission). Assuming the simplest 1/r electric field depen-
dence, we apply corrections for the distance difference between the near and
far locations, and also for the cos θ dependence of the dipole beam pattern,
as outlined previously. The ensemble of electric field attenuation lengths ex-
tracted in this manner is presented in Fig. 7. As a systematic check, we have
sub-divided our samples by depth of the transmitter at the far location and
also frequency of signal broadcast (Table 2). Our observed scatter in calcu-
lated attenuation lengths is consistent with our estimated systematic errors.
In principle, possible dispersive effects for shadow propagation can be probed
by measuring the signal onset time, relative to the TV → TV trigger, over
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the frequency range probed in this experiment. In practice, uncertainties
in such a measurement were comparable to the determination of the signal
onset time, and must therefore await more precise future measurements.
The ice is expected to have complete horizontal translational symmetry,
with vertical symmetry broken by the presence of conducting layers within
the ice (primarily due to deposits following volcanic eruptions) and/or fluctu-
ations in the vertical density profile. As noted earlier, such vertical asymme-
tries suggest models in which signal emitted isotropically might be ‘trapped’
in a horizontal channel, thus circumventing the otherwise-expected shadow-
ing. We have therefore searched for a possible inverse dependence of the
calculated attenuation length on the vertical separation between transmit-
ter and receiver. Our data suggest a possible slight decrease in attenuation
length with the magnitude of zTx−zRx, although insufficient to be conclusive.
Numerically, our extracted attenuation length for all possible near/far
combinations (550±10 m, where the error shown is the error on the mean) is
consistent with the result obtained when we restrict our calculation to those
‘high-quality’ combinations having high signal-to-noise only (542±16 m).
We also note that similar broadcasts from the 8-km distant SPRESO
hole (South Pole Remote Earth Science and Seismological Observatory), with
transmitter at z=-300 m, yielded no observable signal in the RICE channels.
This is consistent with the large number of implied e-foldings (∼16) to the
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Table 2: Observed signal-to-noise ratio and calculated average field attenuation length
dependence on transmitter depth (top, and summing over all frequency data), and on
frequency (bottom, and summing over all transmitter depth values); statistical errors
only are shown. Estimated systematic errors are comparable in magnitude to the spread
observed in the data points.
zTx 〈SNR〉 Latten (m)
70 13.9±1.9 521± 12.2
120 11.4±0.8 476± 8.5
125 13.4±1.3 491.2± 9.8
frequency (MHz) Latten (m)
211.2 484.4±4.5
230 495.7±2.8
490 563.2±27.3
RICE receiver array by a 550 m attenuation length. Unshadowed propagation
from that source point should have yielded SNR values approximately 2–3×
larger than those observed from the NOAA source location.
3.1.3. Cross-checks and Possible Systematic Errors
For the RICE measurements described herein, the uncertainty in the sig-
nal arrival times is estimated as approximately one time sampling bin (i.e.,
one nanosecond), which is insignificant compared to the ∼10 microsecond
total travel times. Uncertainties in the attenuation length measurement are
reflected in the width of the distribution shown in Fig. 7, or approximately 25
meters. Additional cross-checks were made to ensure that signal was not oth-
erwise being lost in the signal path from generator to in-ice dipole, including
checks for: a) faulty cables, connectors, antennas, or amplifiers (checked by
swapping in/out other cables, connectors, antennas, or amplifiers), b) non-
linearity of the power amplifier to the in-field transmitter, which was checked
by direct measurement, c) sensitivity to possible coupling of the in-ice dipole
antennas to the sides of the borehole, which was checked by taking multiple
measurements after successively entirely raising and lowering the transmit-
ter dipole, and d) saturation of the near-hole receiver amplifiers, which was
also checked by verifying the linearity of the received near-hole signals with
transmitter gain.
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3.2. Observation of horizontal propagation with the ARIANNA experiment
at Moore’s Bay, Ross Ice-Shelf, Antarctica
After earlier prototypes, deployment of the pilot-stage ARIANNA Hexag-
onal Array (HRA) began in 2014 and has since demonstrated successful op-
eration under harsh Antarctic conditions [23]. ARIANNA employs high-gain
log-periodic dipole antennas (LPDAs) with excellent broad-band response
between 100 MHz and 900 MHz, primarily sensitive to signals polarized par-
allel to the antenna tines. ARIANNA comprises multiple stations, each acting
as an independent autonomous neutrino and cosmic ray detector and includ-
ing four (or more) LPDAs deployed just below the snow surface, admitting
easy access and repair when necessary. The sensitivity to radio signals from
neutrino interactions is enhanced by the high dielectric contrast at the ice-
water interface at the bottom of the Ross Ice-Shelf, resulting in efficient
reflection of down-going emission back towards the antennas [24, 15].
The first installed HRA stations have been used to derive limits on the
neutrino flux [8] and to measure the radio emission of air showers, which
are an important background for arrays with antennas close to the surface,
while simultaneously providing equally important proof-of-concept and cali-
bration [25]. ARIANNA measurement of air showers has demonstrated that
the hardware response of the experiment, including antennas and amplifiers,
is well-understood, as the predicted signal shape is well-matched by the de-
tected signal shapes [25]. ARIANNA is, thus far, the only ground-based
experiment to successfully self-trigger on radio emissions from air showers,
with a high purity and efficiency independent of particle detectors.
The deployment of the HRA was accompanied by several ice properties
measurements in subsequent years [15]. For many tests, such as studies of
signals reflected off the ice-water interface on the bottom of the ice-shelf,
early signals were measured in stations for which in-ice propagation was be-
lieved to be forbidden by the shadowing effect. These were initially not
emphasized because they were considered as either potential in-air propaga-
tion or artifacts of the measurement set-up [26]. Additional analysis ruled
out those possibilities, indicating that such signals were likely due to hori-
zontal propagation, putative shadowing notwithstanding, prompting recent
direct measurements of this phenomenon.
3.2.1. Experimental Technique
During the 2016-17 polar season, two dedicated boreholes, separated by
about 100 meters, were drilled to a depth of 20 meters in the ice, to permit the
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Figure 8: ARIANNA HRA array in the Antarctic season 2016/17. The transmitter for
these studies was positioned at the origin in these coordinates. An example path of
propagation to the station at position B is indicated by the dashed line.
detailed study of horizontally propagating signals. (In practice, snow infall in
the hole resulted in data taken at z = −19 m, rather than z = −20 m.) While
transmitting and receiving between the two boreholes, multiple ARIANNA
stations, schematically outlined in Fig. 8, were also regularly recording data,
allowing for redundant cross-checks of propagation over multiple baselines.
Signals were broadcast from the same RICE fat-dipoles used in the 2003
RICE study described previously.
3.2.2. Measurements between boreholes
High-amplitude (few kV), short-duration signals (< 20 ns) were gener-
ated using a Pockels Cell Driver (PCD), which was routed directly to the
transmitting antenna located in one borehole. Absolute timing was achieved
by using a BNC Model 555 pulser to simultaneously trigger the PCD and
send a triggering pulse to an oscilloscope for monitoring the signals received
in the other borehole.
For reference, the entire set-up was lifted into the air, both on the ice-shelf
and also pre-deployment in a park in California (i.e. dry ground, very little
conductivity, flat area, little high vegetation); recorded signals were observed
to be of similar strength at both locales.
For all tested in-ice configurations of different depths, strong pulses are
observed. This is despite the fact that simple ray tracing would only allow
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Figure 9: Left: Illustration of shadowing at the ARIANNA site. Shaded regions indicate
the horizon visible to a receiver (right) at the indicated depths of each transmitter (left).
Diamonds show the location of the different transmitters and receiver positions in the
first and second bore-hole, respectively. Right: Pulses as recorded when transmitting
from a RICE dipole to a receiving RICE dipole at varying transmitter/receiver depths at
Moore’s Bay. For reference measurements in air (in Moore’s Bay and in California) are
also depicted. Pulses have been arbitrarily shifted horizontally to better illustrate signal
shapes.
for signals in certain combinations as shown on the left in Fig. 9. The Fig-
ure also shows sample pulses recorded in different configurations of Tx/Rx.
The signal shapes are observed to be very similar, despite the fact that,
absent shadowed propagation, only the in-air configurations and the Tx/Rx
depth of 19 meters should be visible. Interestingly, the amplitudes vary quite
significantly, despite no changes in the set-up. This can at this point only
tentatively be attributed to multi-path effects which lead to constructive and
destructive interference.
We note that a) signal timing is consistent with horizontal propagation
(as we quantify below), and b) no special transition was experimentally ob-
served when the transmitter was moved across the shadow/non-shadow zone
boundary.
In order to confirm that the observed pulses propagate through ice vs. air,
the average index of refraction was measured for every combination of dipole
depths from the signal arrival times, and then compared to the index-of-
refraction calculated from ice density measurements obtained during hole-
drilling. As Fig. 10 shows, the timing is fully compatible with propagation
through the ice, and incompatible with through-air propagation (n ≈ 1.0),
for a variety of depths. It is also incompatible with the ice-water boundary
bounce hypothesis, as the measured timing cannot be reconciled with two-
way propagation through the ice-shelf (∼ 1000 m) and an index of refraction
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the pulses, using the leading edge of each pulse to obtain signal arrival times.
n > 1.0.
It should be noted that there seems to be a systematic offset between the
index of refraction derived from the timing measurements and the ice den-
sity measurements (perhaps resulting from multi-path effects). As the index
of refraction obtained from the air→air measurement (n=1.016) is approx-
imately 1.6% higher than expectation, this offset may also be a systematic
effect. To exclude the possibility that signals were the result of accidental
emission of the PCD itself, it was also verified that no signals were observed
when the transmitting antenna in the ice was disconnected from the PCD.
The pulses received in the shadow zone (Tx 19 to Rx 2) have an average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 25. Albeit being longer than the pulses received
in the allowed zone (SNR = 193) the signals are still well-above the noise
floor and contain significant power.
3.2.3. Measurements in ARIANNA stations
While pulsing in the boreholes, signals were captured in all normally op-
erational ARIANNA stations with their nominal trigger settings. Fig. 11
shows signals as recorded in a station at a distance of 953 meters from the
transmitter, for which shadowing would otherwise prohibit signal observa-
tion. Since there is no absolute timing information between the transmitter
and the ARIANNA station, to demonstrate that observed radio signals are
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propagating horizontally and are not the result of reflections from the un-
derlying Ross Sea-Ross Ice Shelf boundary, one can consider arrival times
within a station. Every HRA station is equipped with two co-polarized pairs
of 6-meter separated LPDAs, with different pairs oriented perpendicularly,
allowing direct polar angle-of-incidence inference based on a single antenna
pair.
Fig. 12 shows the contrast between expected and measured arrival direc-
tions when using the bounce hypothesis vs. the horizontal propagation hy-
pothesis. For both hypotheses the time difference between pulses in antenna
pairs are calculated (y-axis) and compared to the measured time difference
(x-axis). A good agreement is reached, when the points follow the dashed
line through the origin and prediction matches measurement.
While there is significant scatter (partly due to the rather simple method
chosen to identify the timing of the signal, as well as the short waveform
length), the observed signals clearly favor horizontal propagation. We also
observe no strong polarization dependence in those received signals.
The time structure of the pulses suggests some dispersion, as the received
signal is elongated in time as compared to the emitted signal (Fig. 11). Some
dispersion is expected from the antenna and amplifier response of the AR-
IANNA stations [27]. Amplifiers with a small group-delay are difficult to
accommodate in low-power, broadband systems and the LPDAs are also
slightly dispersive due to their broadband nature. However, even assuming
the least sensitive direction for the LPDAs (a fully vertically polarized signal
arriving in the null of the antenna i.e. parallel to the tines) cannot account
for the dispersion of the signal observed.
Dispersive effects have the negative consequence of stretching the signal
in the time domain and thereby reducing the instantaneous amplitude, but
also offer the possibility that the relative arrival time of different frequency
components can provide information on the distance-to-vertex for future in-
ice neutrino searches, which is essential for a neutrino energy estimate.
The electric field attenuation lengths extracted from the data collected
with all ARIANNA stations and the neighboring borehole are compiled in
Fig. 13. Two calculations have been made to cross-check whether there is
a significant difference when accounting for possible dispersive effects. Ne-
glecting differences in the systematic uncertainties between the data obtained
with an oscilloscope and ARIANNA station data, the best fit results in an
attenuation length of 447± 146 meters for the time-integrated absolute am-
plitude and 651 ± 270 meters based on the peak observed pulse amplitude
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only. These values are commensurate with those obtained at South Pole for
horizontal propagation. These results imply that 1/r geometric signal re-
duction dominates over attenuation for horizontal propagation, which is an
intriguing perspective for the effective volume for an ARIANNA-like detector
with a station spacing of about one kilometer.
3.2.4. Measurement from single borehole to buried LPDA
The same set-up with the PCD was also used to recorded pulses between
the transmitter in a borehole and an LPDA buried at a depth of one meter
in December of 2017. The LPDA was placed at a distance of 500 meters,
which corresponds to the longest signal cable available. The tines of the
LPDA were rotated perpendicular to the line connecting its position and the
borehole for maximum gain. Using a cabled set-up and the long record of an
oscilloscope allows for absolute timing.
Three pulses were observed as shown in Fig. 14. Solely from timing,
the three pulses can be attributed to different paths between transmitter
and receiver. The first small pulse has to travel (mainly) through the air,
as its arrival time corresponds to a propagation with the speed of light in
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Figure 14: Pulses recorded with an LPDA buried at one meter depth, transmitted from
a dipole at 19 meters depth at 500 meters distance. The dashed lines correspond to the
calculated travel times in air (n = 1.0, + propagation up through firn), firn (n=1.36) and
the ray tracing solution for a pulse reflecting from the bottom of the ice-shelf, assuming a
thickness of 578 meters.
air (n = 1.0). The signal is no longer present when the Tx antenna is
disconnected from the PCD, so the signal is emitted by the antenna and
has to propagate up and out of the firn first and then along the surface.
The second pulse is compatible with the horizontal propagation through the
firn, as its start-time corresponds to a propagation through a medium having
n = 1.36. At a distance of 500 meters this horizontal propagation is not an
allowed solution of classical ray tracing. The third pulse is found at the time
required to travel twice through the ice-shelf and is therefore the reflection
of the original signal off the bottom of the ice-shelf.
The Figure depicts the raw data waveforms recorded in the field, with no
applied gain correction. As an LPDA is rather insensitive to signals arriving
perpendicular to the plane formed by the dipole elements (at least 3 dB
compared to its front-lobe), the signals arriving horizontally are suppressed
in this measurement, and may well contain more power than the reflected
signal. An exact quantification requires knowledge of the precise arrival
direction and the polarization of the incoming signal, which is impossible
with the single LPDA which has been used to conduct these measurements.
The reported signal strength is therefore a lower limit on the true power in
the horizontally propagating signal.
Additional data, taken during the 2017-18 Antarctic field season, is cur-
rently being analyzed and should improve the understanding of signal prop-
agation at Moore’s Bay. Additional studies, focusing of signal polarization,
are foreseen for the 2018-19 season.
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4. Conclusions
We have presented evidence for electromagnetic signals propagating from
nominally shadowed source locations. Although forbidden in the ray optics
picture for the case of a smooth and monotonic variation of wave-speed with
depth, reflective layers or local deviations from the smooth n(z) profile can
result in local signal channeling.
The measured attenuation length of ∼500 m, from both the South Polar
and the Ross Ice Shelf locales, is slightly larger than the average unshadowed
attenuation length measured at Moore’s Bay [15], and approximately one-
third that observed for unshadowed radio signal propagation at South Pole
[28] in the upper 1.5 km of ice. This value is also compatible with what
might be expected in a model where microscopic scattering occurs entirely
incoherently, and phase information is lost in the scattering process.
The attenuation length for horizontal propagation presented herein is
comparable to the maximum detectable range for ∼10 PeV neutrinos using
the radio technique. Contrary to previous expectation, experimental obser-
vation of such neutrinos is therefore not limited by shadowing. This neutrino
energy regime is particularly interesting experimentally, as it represents the
maximum upper energy reach of the IceCube experiment and the detected
astrophysical neutrino flux. A radio detector with such an energy threshold
may measure the continuation of the IceCube flux, which is likely orders of
magnitude larger than the flux caused by the interaction of cosmic rays with
the cosmic microwave background at 100 PeV. As the horizontally propagat-
ing signals are well above the noise floor, this result therefore suggests that
a future neutrino detector constructed at relatively shallow depths (< 30
meters) might optimize the balance between science return and the logistical
overhead associated with hole drilling.
During the 2017-18 austral season, a transmitter based on the HiCal [29]
piezo-electric model was lowered into the SPICE core hole [30] and broadcast
to both the ARA array (deep) as well as a single ARIANNA station at the
surface, allowing a more systematic map of signal transmission over a range
of depths. Data analysis is currently in progress. A second generation of
those studies will be conducted in 2018-19.
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